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Looking back
to look forward
Journalism is vital to a functioning society. Throughout history, news
publishers have played a critical role in maintaining democracy, helping
to define public opinion and — crucially — holding power to account. The
past decade has presented significant challenges and opportunities for
creating and distributing quality journalism, which is why, two years ago,
we established Google’s Digital News Initiative (DNI).
Designed to foster collaboration between publishers and Google, the DNI has three main areas of
focus: product development, research and training and the DNI Innovation Fund, our €150 million
commitment to supporting innovation in the European news industry.
I remember the excitement I felt in anticipation of reading the first applications that came in, and
feeling humbled by the responsibility to evaluate each one of them.
As any former journalist or digital officer knows, it is difficult to carve out the time (and budget)

Contents
02

needed for new ideas to thrive in a busy newsroom. From the outset, we designed the Fund to
provide no-strings-attached awards to those in the news ecosystem looking for some room to
experiment and test ideas.

Introduction
We were happy (and a bit surprised!) to hear from applicants the application process itself was

03

Overview

key in stimulating ideas. We gave applicants the opportunity to step back from their daily

05

Key findings

new solutions for industry challenges. We didn’t know what to expect from this recipe – but the

07

How the DNI Fund operates:
Explanation of mission
Council members & Project team
The funding process
The selection criteria

operations, to brainstorm with teams across companies, to break silos and to show up with
outcome far exceeded our expectations.
Since 2016, we’ve evaluated more than 3,000 applications, carried out 748 interviews and offered
more than €51m in funding to 252 projects in 27 European countries. The report details the impact
and diversity of the projects we funded. From startups to large newsrooms, these projects are
helping to shape the future of journalism. We are enormously proud to see some of these product
developments and innovative technologies are already being used by the European public.

17

Kickstarting an R&D culture in newsrooms

Some have embraced the opportunities of big data, blockchain technology and machine learning,

21

Countries of operation

internal transformation through massive efforts in video, new ways to engage readers or to cover

23

Analysis: Case studies from the ecosystem

reinventing everything from subscription offers to fact checking. Others have taken the paths of
local news.

Ludovic Blecher
Head of the DNI Innovation Fund

37

In conclusion:
Sharing experiences within the news ecosystem
Full list of recipients
The next chapter

We were especially touched by the industry’s willingness to work together to find solutions.
We looked for collaborations and you rose to the challenge with an array of great projects across
Europe and beyond.
We’ve learned a lot in such a short time. Before suggesting next iterations of the Fund and how we
can be more innovative ourselves, we wanted to share what has already been done. I hope you will
find this report both informative and inspiring. It’s been an honour to work with you all.
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OVERVIEW/

Working together to achieve
a bright future for media
It’s not only world leaders who have big dreams for the future.
I have a dream myself: that one day the media industry will be credited
with being the most innovative industry in the world, and that people
everywhere will continue to rely on the industry as sources of truth,
democracy and inspiration.
Ten years ago when I started thinking about

That shaping the future of media was not

For me, accepting the challenge of chairing

So after a year of progress I’m recommitting

information they need. I believe that as an

how this dream could be achieved, I knew

only about selling content, advertising or

the DNI Fund Council, alongside 12 Council

to the task of the DNI Fund, and together with

industry we can do this while meeting our

that innovation in newsrooms was seen

looking for the necessary state aid to

members, is about bringing that vision to life

Google to inform Europe and the world of the

readers’ interests, because the content we

mostly from a technological standpoint.

survive. Instead, we needed a revolution for

during a critical time for the media – and the

outcome of so many collaborative projects

produce and distribute is not only vibrant

How could we use technology to build

innovation in the product of news itself.

world. Working together across industries

across national borders. As the head of the

pieces of our shared history, but also vehicles

isn’t just possible, but it’s necessary to help

DNI Fund Ludovic Blecher says frequently,

of democracy, world peace and global

create a future of innovation in the news

we’re encouraged to see innovation grow from

well-being.

industry in Europe.

within each EU member state, and now to begin

we produced? At that time most of this
thinking was developed by WAN–IFRA and
its contemporaries. Tech companies – telcos,
ISP, social networks – were thought of as
little more than tools for researching and
talking amongst ourselves as an industry.

The visionary Canadian professor and
philosopher Marshall McLuhan, whose
unique perspective on media theory has
become gospel, said in 1982 at UNESCO,
“the medium is the message". I could not
agree more – that the future of the news
industry lies not only in innovation, but at

But the world, even then, was changing

the intersection of news content and the

quickly. One day in 2011, while contemplating

platforms that deliver them to billions of

the Namban screens from Japan XVII

readers every day and around the world.

century, depicting the cultural clash
of Portuguese commerce in Asia in a
museum in Lisbon, I had a bit of a revelation.

Today’s news media are in an environment
of ever–increasing plurality, and in many
places the freedom of the press is under

blurring traditional European borders.

“

Let´s go on.

Perhaps one day a project funded by the

...we’re encouraged
to see innovation grow
from within each EU
member state, and now to
begin blurring traditional
European borders.

“

stronger infrastructure for the news content

DNI and originating in Portugal will form the

João Palmeiro

basis for how we work as an industry across

Chair of the DNI Innovation Fund, President
of the Portuguese Publishers Association

all of Europe. Judging by the increasing
collaboration we’re seeing – and those
Namban screens – I would not be surprised.
In closing, I would like to underline how
firmly I believe that media companies can
transform themselves to compete in a new

Oppor tunity
threat. But our mission and purpose remains
the same. To tell the stories of the world

around us – sharing pleasure and sorrow,

culture and destruction, pain and progress.

digital and global world while staying true

to the mission, the vision, and the curation
that ensures citizens of the world get the
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KEY FINDINGS/

“

Our most popular topics

Since 2016 we've evaluated more than 3000 applications.
We have given news organisations of all sizes the space
to try some new things.

tools of digital journalism – is by far the biggest category when we look at
selected applications. We have clustered different topics into these major
headings: Intelligence, Data Management & Workflow, Interface & Discovery,

“

‘Next Journalism’ – the broad area of innovation in the processes and

Next Journalism, Social & Community, Business Model and Distribution
& Circulation. See here how the categories fared.

Intelligence

Data management
& workflow

Interface &
Discovery

Next
Journalism

Social &
Community

Business
Model

Distribution &
Circulation

Round 1 Projects

15

Round 1 Projects

14

Round 1 Projects

12

Round 1 Projects

47

Round 1 Projects

26

Round 1 Projects

9

Round 1 Projects

Round 2 Projects

Round 2 Projects

Round 2 Projects

Round 2 Projects

Round 2 Projects

Round 2 Projects

Round 2 Projects

25

10

8

48

11

11

5

11
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H O W T H E D N I F U N D O P E R AT E S /

When journalism succeeds, we all do better. As part of our
commitment to the news industry, we created the Digital News
Initiative (DNI) Innovation Fund: our €150 million commitment
to the European news industry.

252 projects
The Fund is a key part of the wider Digital
News Initiative, launched in 2015 with

How the selection process works

11 founding partners. Today, more than

Each year, there are two chances to apply to

The assessment phase is concluded with

200 news publishers have joined us and

the Innovation Fund (make sure you sign up

the Project Team approving Prototype

we’ve been contacted by more than 1000

to the newsletter to get advance warning of

track funding applications, and making

newsrooms across Europe expressing

the application windows).

recommendations about the Medium and

interest in the programmes we work on.

Initial selection of projects is done by the

Large projects to the DNI Fund Council.

To date the DNI Innovation Fund has awarded

DNI Fund Project Team, composed of a mix

Successful recipients are notified by

€51 million to more than 252 Projects in 27

of experienced industry figures and Google

email and contracts are drawn up shortly

European countries.

employees. The team review all applications

afterwards. For the duration of the projects,

for eligibility, innovation and impact. During

up to two years, the Project Team remains

the assessment process, applicants may

in close contact with recipients to monitor

be asked to provide additional details

project milestones and administer funding

about their project, including being invited

tranches. More information can be found

to take part in video interviews and/or the

at digitalnewsinitiative.com

submission of further supporting documents.
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Council members
Applications to the DNI Innovation Fund are reviewed by
a combination of the Google Project Team and the Council.
The Council is composed of thirteen individual members,
3 Googlers and 10 external experts from the European news
industry and beyond, intended to reflect diverse points of view.

Murdoch MacLennan

Madhav Chinnappa

Alexander Asseily

Deputy Chairman, Telegraph Media Group UK

Director of Strategic Relations, News
& Publishers, Google

Founder and Executive Chairman, State
State is an opinion network for the world:

of the Telegraph Media Group in the UK and

Madhav Chinnappa works on partnerships

a kind of global town square, where people

was previously on the board of a number of

and collaboration between Google and the

can connect to each other through what

National and Regional Newspapers. He was

news industry. Most recently, he launched

they think, rather than who they know.

President of IFRA, Vice President of the WAN

the Digital News Initiative, which is Google’s

and Chairman of the Newspaper Publishers

overarching framework for engagement

Association. He is an Honorary Professor

with the European news ecosystem. He

at the Business School at Glasgow University

joined Google in 2010 to focus on Google

and then the Chancellor’s Assessor on

News & Magazines in the EMEA regions.

the Court of the University. In 2010

He has worked in the news industry since

he was appointed the Chairman of the

1994 – first in the launch team of Associated

Press Association.

Press Television (APTV), a year in M&A at

Murdoch MacLennan is deputy chairman

United News & Media and spent over nine
years at BBC News, latterly as Head of

João Palmeiro

Veit Dengler

Rosalia Lloret

President of the Portuguese Publishers
Association, Chair of the DNI Innovation Fund

Former CEO, Neue Zürcher Zeitung

Head of Institutional and Public Relations
at OPA Europe

João Palmeiro is the President of the

executive, who started his career at Procter

Rosalia Lloret is Head of Institutional and

Portuguese publishers association and of

& Gamble and has held several management

Public Relations at the Online Publishers

the Visapress Board, a collective

positions at McKinsey, T–Mobile and Dell.

Association Europe, and independent advisor

management copyright entity. He was vice

At Dell he most recently served as General

on digital to firms in Spain and Latam. Lloret

president of the European Federations

Manager and Executive Director for Eastern

was involved in the creation of pioneering

of magazines and board member of the

Europe and Russia. Veit holds a master’s

spanish websites (Terra.es, Ya.com, RTVE.

newspapers federation. Currently he is at the

degree in commerce from the Vienna

es). Member of the Executive Board of the

board of EMMA and WAN–IFRA and at the

Business School and a Master in Public

Spanish public broadcaster, she created its

Bruno Patino began his career as journalist

CAG of EPC (in representation of Impresa).

Administration from the Harvard Kennedy

Digital Media division. More recently, Lloret

for Le Monde in Chile, and since then , he has

Top level negotiator Palmeiro was at the first

School. He is also a co–founder of NEOS, the

was in charge of the Digital Strategy and

held top management positions in the media

Executive Board of the International media

liberal party in Austria which in 2013 directly

member of the Executive Board of the two

industry, for Le Monde (1999–2008), Radio

Torsten Schuppe is responsible for Google’s

fund of UNESCO. He is co–author of more

won representation in parliament.

Veit Dengler is an experienced news media

Development & Rights.

founding CEO of Jawbone, the largest
venture capital-backed consumer electronics
company in the world, where he directed
the development Jawbone’s core products
and built the defense business with DARPA.
Alexander also serves as the Chairman
and cofounder of Chiaro, a London-based
wearable technology startup. Alexander
grew up in Beirut and London before
receiving his BSc & MSc in Engineering
Design at Stanford University. Alexander
advises a number of startup technology
companies and charitable organizations
in the US and Europe.

Bruno Patino
Dean of Sciences–Po Journalism School

Torsten Schuppe
VP, Marketing EMEA, Google

leading news publishers in Spain: El Mundo

France (2008–2010) and France Télévisions

brand and consumer marketing in EMEA,

than a hundred academic papers and studies

and later El País. She also oversaw the launch

(2010–2015), where he was Director General,

which sounds like an easy job until you

about the media including one on the role of

of HuffingtonPost.es.

responsible for programs commissioning and

consider that Google has 100+ products

digital operations.

in a region of 120+ countries as diverse as

the state and the media for the Council of

Prior to State Alexander Asseily was the

Europe. He was also member of the board

Germany, Russia, Egypt and Kenya. Before

of Portuguese media companies (radio and

Google, Torsten was European CMO of

press) and member of ministerial cabinets

eBay, and started his career in TV and book

in the Portuguese government.

publishing with Bertelsmann. He holds two
business and economics diplomas from the
Koblenz School of Management (WHU)
in Germany and the EM Lyon in France.
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Project
team
members
Bart Brouwers

Bartosz Hojka

Anthony Nakache

Ludovic Blecher

Christian Heise

Professor in Journalism, Groningen
University, Owner of Media52

CEO, Agora S.A.

Director, Online Partnerships Group,
Google EMEA

Head of DNI Innovation Fund, Google

DNI Innovation Fund Operations
Associate Manager, Google

Bart Brouwers is full professor at the

one of the largest media companies in

Anthony joined Google over eight years

the director of the FINP, a digital press fund

Before joining Google, Christian was a

Groningen University, the Netherlands. He

Central and Eastern Europe. Under his

ago and is currently the director of Online

for French publishers backed by Google.

Lecturer, Doctoral Candidate and Research

is the founder and owner of Media52.

leadership, the company has strengthened

Partnerships Group in EMEA and a

Ludovic is a journalist and has spent the

Associate at the Centre for Digital Cultures

Brouwers has a long time career in journalism;

its position in the cinema and outdoor

member of the core leadership team in

past 15 years working in the news industry.

(CDC) affiliated to Leuphana University.

he was the editor–in–chief of a regional and

markets and become the leader of digital

Dublin, Google’s EMEA HQ. His team helps

He started as a reporter at Liberation.fr, rising

As well as working on the DNI Innovation

a national newspaper and developed the

transformation in the Polish media sector.

publishers and developers across the region

to Editor in Chief then Executive Director.

Fund, Christian is still teaching at Leuphana

make the most out of Google’s monetisation

He’s a 2012 fellow at the Nieman Foundation

University and Hamburg Media School, is

solutions. Prior to this, Anthony has had

for Journalism at Harvard and he was a

Chairman of the German Chapter of the Open

a few different roles, leading Sales and

member of the French Digital Council an

Knowledge Foundation and Co–Founder/

Account Management for Strategic partners,

independent advisory commission for the

Member of Board of freifunk.net. Prior to this

initiating a cross Google partnership

French Government.

he worked as a Manager for ZEIT ONLINE/DIE

nationwide local online platform dichtbij.nl
for Telegraaf Media Groep.

Bartosz Hojka is the CEO of Agora S.A.,

”Gazeta Wyborcza”, the largest Polish quality
daily published by Agora was the forerunner
of metered paywall model in Poland. Agora
also developed diversified undertakings in the
field of digital content and advertising, mainly
in mobile, video, programmatic and RTB.
The Company increased its engagement
in film production and quickly became the
largest distributor of Polish film productions.
It also successfully entered the TV market.

Before joining Google Ludovic Blecher was

approach with the gaming industry and

ZEIT and the German Press Agency (DPA).

helping develop Google’s relationships with
media agencies in France and SEEMEA
(Southern & Eastern Europe, Middle East
and Africa). Before joining Google, Anthony
worked in the IT consulting industry.
He holds an MBA from INSEAD and an

Arianna Ciccone

Engineering degree in Telecommunications.

Founder and Director, Perugia
International Journalism Festival
Arianna Ciccone graduated in Philosophy

Sarah Hartley

Rebecca Young

DNI Innovation Fund Applicants
Associate Manager, Google

DNI Innovation Fund Operations
Analyst, Google

A journalism innovator and experienced

Rebecca is an Operations Analyst with

media trainer, Sarah Hartley is the editorial

experience from across the financial

director of Publish.org and co–founder of

services sector. Before joining Google,

Dim Sum Digital Ltd. Before joining Google,

Rebecca was an analyst at an international

Miriam Meckel, PhD, is a Publisher of

External assessors

Sarah worked at The Guardian Media Group

business development agency and the

WirtschaftsWoche, Germany’s largest

Liliana Ashton,

for over a decade where she oversaw many

New Zealand stock exchange. Rebecca has

weekly business publication. Before joining

Patrick Aust,

digital innovations and product launches

assisted many innovative and internationally

WirtschaftsWoche, Miriam was the Managing

Danielle Batist,

including ManchesterEveningNews.co.uk,

– focused companies seeking capital for

Director of the Institute for Media and

Clare Cook,

the community news initiative, Guardian

expansion. She holds a Bachelor of Laws

Communication Management at the University

Kristen Davis,

Local, and the crowdfunding platform,

(LLB) and Bachelor of Commerce (BCom)

of St. Gallen, Switzerland. She served as a

Sameer Padania

Contributoria.com.

from the University of Otago.

from the University of Naples in 1995.
Following postgraduate studies in journalism,
she worked as a journalist in Italian
mainstream media before founding the
communications agency, Il Filo di Arianna,
in 2000. She is the 2006 founder and director
of the International Journalism Festival, now
the largest annual media event in Europe.
She is also the 2010 founder and editor of
the collective blog Valigia Blu: a nonprofit,
independent fact–checking and debunking
website focusing on journalism, media
ethics, and society.

Miriam Meckel
Publisher, WirtschaftsWoche

multi–year Faculty Associate at the Berkman
Center for Internet & Society at Harvard
University, and was a visiting professor at
Singapore Management University.
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THE FUNDING PROCESS/

THE SELECTION CRITERIA/

During the first rounds of the DNI Innovation Fund, three different

The Project Team reviews all applications and interviews. They

funding tracks were offered. Applications were allocated to those

then make recommendations on funding for prototypes and

funding tracks, according to the amount of funding requested:

medium projects. The Council vote and take the final decision
for large projects. The selection is based on the following criteria...

2

3

Impact

Innovation

Feasibility

This funding track is open to organisations, individuals, and those organisations comprised

Projects which could have a wider application

Innovation/use of technology – preferred

The feasibility of the project is assessed on

of just one individual for projects requiring up to €50k of funding. The projects should be very

or provide learning for other operators as well

projects will use technology in innovative

the following. Is this the right team to deliver?

early stage with ideas that have not been designed or their assumptions tested. Up to 100%

as benefitting the applicant. This could be a

ways and be both transformative for the

Has the applicant demonstrated the ability

of the total project cost is available.

solution one operator has found to a problem

applicant, and for users. Rating innovation

to complete on the project? Can we see

many are facing or it could be a new service

is a tricky thing to outline as it has many

consistency between costs and the amount

for the sector or some element of the supply

interpretations. Essentially projects need to

of funding requested? How do they mitigate

chain. Preferred projects will demonstrate

be new and not existing, and demonstrate

the risks? Preferred projects will have a sound

potential for significant positive impact on the

some new thinking and show an interesting

business plan, clearly outline key performance

production of original journalism, the creation

way of involving technology.

indicators or metrics, and set out key risks

Prototype projects

100%

€50k

Budget

Funding
Early stage
ideas

Not yet
designed/tested

Medium projects

70%

€300k
Budget

More than one
journalist per team

Organisations
only

1
of new revenue streams or even change the

and how to mitigate them.

way people consume digital news.

Funding

The medium funding track is only open to organisations and is for projects which require up to
€300k of funding. Funding requests can be made of up to 70% of the total cost of the project.

Large projects

70%

€300k

Capped at €1m

Budget

More than one
journalist per team

Organisations
only

Funding

The large track is also only open to organisations, preferably with at least one journalist on the
team. These applications require more than €300k of funding. Funding requests can be made for
up to 70% of the total cost of the project. Funding is capped at €1m. Exceptions to the €1m cap
are possible and include: Large projects that are collaborative (e.g., international, sector–wide,
involving multiple organisations) and projects that significantly benefit the broad news ecosystem.

*The exact amount of funding provided for the large and medium tracks was determined during the
assessment process carried out by the Fund Council and Project Team.

Innovate
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EUROPEON OVERVIEW/

Kickstarting an R&D
culture in newsrooms

First year of the DNI Innovation Fund

252

The first two rounds of the DNI Innovation Fund has helped
to support innovation across the European news ecosystem;

27

51

projects funded

EU countries involved

million Euros funded

to date €51M in funding has been offered to 252 projects
across 27 countries.
The first two rounds of the DNI Innovation

Because funded projects range from new

Public concern about the impact of

Fund has helped to support innovation across

monetisation models to AI–powered

propaganda and other divisive, inaccurate

the European news ecosystem; to date 51M

journalism, from new means of distribution

or offensive material received a prompt

euro in funding has been offered to 252

to verification tools, in analysing trends we

response from Fund applicants, who

projects across 27 countries.

were faced with the task of developing a

recognised the issues and were quick to look

new system of categorising these efforts.

for solutions that would increase trust and

In the attempt to find a tidy way of describing
the benefit of DNI funding, Fund Council

The first port of call was to approach

member Veit Dengler (Former CEO, Neue

academics and others to establish whether

Zürcher Zeitung) observed that the Fund was

any existing classifications were available.

“kickstarting an R&D culture in newsrooms”.

We soon realised that there was no existing

Looking across a region as diverse as the

taxonomy in the news industry and in the

European Union, and an industry that’s been

end we decided upon a set of categories

innovating since the printing press, makes

that we feel accurately distills the spirit and

it difficult to draw black and white conclusions

the activity of the projects funded to date.

about impact just yet. But in looking at both
applications and distribution of funding we
are starting to see trends emerge about the
evolving news ecosystem itself.
“We were able to observe that we had many
more collaborative projects submitted in
Round 2 compared to Round 1. In fact, half
of the large selected projects (15/30) were
from collaborative partnerships”.

You will see these categories referenced
throughout this report: Intelligence, Data
Management & Workflow, Interface &
Discovery, Next Journalism, Social &
Community, Business Model and
Distribution & Circulation.
The broad area of innovation is the creation
of new processes and tools for journalism –
what we’ve called ‘Next Journalism’ – and
it's by far the biggest category we’ve funded
to date.

Top ten topics

Multimedia

Personalisation

credibility even before the term ‘fake news’

Investigation

became commonplace. To date, more than
25 such projects have received DNI Funding.
Within the category of ‘Intelligence’ we’ve

Niche editorial product

seen the topic ‘AI, Bots and Machine
Projects under this umbrella range from

Crowd Sourcing/UGC

5.5%

Analytics/Research

8.3%
6.3%

5.5%

political chatbots to tools that help
misinformation and propaganda.

4.3%

5.1%

Learning’ emerge as the biggest trend.

readers and publishers alike debunk online

4.7%

6.3%
5.5%

5.9%
Payment models

Turning to the categories of applicants,
we know that legacy media companies,
i.e. those with existing news operations,

Visualisation

represent biggest group of both applications
and selected projects to date, followed

Data Journalism

by startups.
AI/Bots/Machine Learning

But, as ever, the headlines don’t tell the full
story. Represented among the recipients are
NGOs, individuals, collaborations between
established companies and new entrants

Multimedia

AI/Bots/Machine Learning

Investigation

plus a whole host of other configurations.

8.3% 21 projects

5.5% 14 projects

4.7% 12 projects

Analytics/Research

Visualisation

Personalisation

6.3% 16 projects

5.5% 14 projects

4.3% 11projects

applications around as the widespread

Payment models

concern over credibility and quality of

6.3% 16 projects

Crowd Sourcing/
User Generated Content

Also found within this category are
projects about investigation, verification
tools and data–journalism, a project type
that we’ve seen a growing number of

online content continues.

In an ecosystem that’s evolving, we’re thrilled
that the funded projects are as diverse as
the applicants themselves.

Data Journalism
5.9% 15 projects

5.5% 14 projects

Niche editorial product
5.1% 13 projects
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FINLAND

SWEDEN
NORWAY

C O U N T R I E S O F O P E R AT I O N /

An overview of the year

LATVIA
DENMARK

The figures here show how many selected applicants there were

IRELAND

in each of the first two rounds. Explore the map to see how the

UNITED
KINGDOM

funding was allocated across Europe.

NETHERLANDS

BELGIUM

Totals:

R1

for 128 projects

R2

for 124 projects

LITHUANIA

POLAND

GERMANY
CZECH
REPUBLIC
AUSTRIA

FRANCE

€27,302,816
€24,203,677

SWITZERLAND

SLOVAKIA

HUNGARY
ROMANIA

SLOVENIA

CROATIA

BULGARIA

ITALY
PORTUGAL

SPAIN
GREECE

CYPRUS

AUSTRIA

R1
R2

BELGIUM

€878.1K

R1

SWITZERLAND

€256K

R1

R1
R2

CZECH REPUBLIC

R1
R2

GERMANY

€245K

GREECE

–
€299.8K

€188K

€45OK
€792.9K

IRELAND

LITHUANIA

€554.8K
€97.5K

LATVIA

€2.3M

R1

€2M

R1

€4.8M

R2

€5M

R1
R2

HUNGARY

–

€170K

ITALY

€50K

R2
€1.7M

R2

CYPRUS

FRANCE

R1

R1
R2

–

R2

CROATIA

FINLAND

€257.6K

R2

R1
R2

€2.2M

R1
R2

BULGARIA

DENMARK

€258.6K

R1

€878.6K

NETHERLANDS

NORWAY

€728.9K
€93.9K

R2

€497.5K

R1

€442K

R2

€394.6K

R1

€1.54M

R2

€1.5M

R1

€50K

R2

–

R1

€50K

R2

–

SLOVENIA

R1

€1M

R2

€517.2K

R1

€500K

R1
R2

PORTUGAL

R1
R2

R1

€99.9K

R2

SLOVAKIA

SPAIN

R1

€850K
–

R2

€367.5K

R1

€331.8K

R2

€280K

R1

€2.5M

R2

SWEDEN

R2

POLAND

ROMANIA

€1.9M
€1.4M
€877.6K
€1.8M
€1.5M

UNITED KINGDOM

€2.1M

R1

€638K

R2

€667K
€2.8M

R1
R2

€1.7M
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F R A N K F U RT E R A L L G E M E I N E Z E I T U N G

Personalising mobile news

A total of €29,571061 has been awarded to large projects.

TOPIC: CURATION

Round 1

The successful recipients came from 21 different

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ), a leading German newspaper,

Round 2

European countries.

wants to meet the changing behaviours of their readers. The DNI
fund helped FAZ use technology to personalise their audience’s

United Kingdom
€1M
€343K

Austria
–
€350K

news reading experience.

Belgium
€1.68M
–
Switzerland
€1.4M
–

Spain
€1.7M
€1.6M

Cyprus
–
€450K
Slovakia
–
€350K

FAZ readers are consuming news in a new

FAZ developed and tested three algorithms.

way. It’s the result of a power shift in the

Of the three, one stood out. It effectively

relationship between publishers and readers.

detected and delivered the kind of

Audiences aren’t interested in what journalists

personalised content their readers wanted,

want them to read – they only want to read

resulting in a 36% increase in engagement

what interests them directly. Where news

and duration of reading.

organisations once led the narrative, readers
are increasingly crafting their own news
experiences.

Slovenia
€331.8K
–

Totals

€16,156,179
€13,414,882

Romania
–
€800K

Portugal
€1.2M
€1.4M

Germany
€3.8M
€3.1M

“

Working with Google DNI
has given FAZ the power
to ‘be bold and go for it.’

“

Sweden
€400K
€370K

FAZ wants to provide a service where
readers receive news, based not only on their
interests, but on the window of time they have

To help meet their audience needs FAZ

to read and their location. Eventually, FAZ will

reached out to the DNI. The idea; to provide

be able to identify when you’re commuting,

an intelligent way for readers to customise

and tailor your personalised content to that

their own individual news feeds on their

reading environment. They also want to

mobile devices.

develop a control panel, so users can define
how deeply they are tracked, as this is very
important to their German audience.
Publishers are cautious, especially when it
comes to new tech. Working with the DNI
fund has given the team at FAZ the power
to “be bold and go for it”. FAZ is working on
a digital transformation of their business to
meet the evolving needs of the mobile reader.
FAZ hopes to be the first to successfully
make this change, contributing to what will

Finland
€346.2K
–

Poland
€936.7K
€400K

Norway
–
€1.1M
Netherlands
€430K
–

France
€1.2M
€1.3M
Italy
€530K
€850K

Ireland Hungary
€392K –
€400K
–

Greece
€580.3K
€400K

hopefully be a larger cultural change within
the news industry.
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THE IRISH TIMES DIASPORA PROJECT

N PRESS REMP

DIARIO AS

Uniting Ireland’s
emigrants

Subscribing to
an autonomous
news model

Capitalising on
sports stats

TOPIC: USER GENERATED CONTENT

TOPIC: MONETIZATION

TOPIC: PLATFORM, MARKETPLACE

The Irish Times (IT) describes Ireland as an ‘emigration nation’. So,

Recognising that the changing habits of their readers and the

Sports journalists have access to enormous quantities of data, but

over the past few years the newspaper has been growing their efforts

changing landscape of the industry called for a different approach to

Spanish–based sports publication Diario AS thinks this information

to reconnect with the diaspora community globally.

news, one newspaper built a platform to create a better model for both

is not being used it to its full potential. Diario AS is using intelligent

journalists and readers.

data processing to help journalists, editors and readers make the

After a wave of emigration in 2011 at the hands of the economic crash,

most of this data.

one journalist began to collect, edit and publish first–person accounts

Two years ago, when half of the team working for Slovakia’s biggest

of emigrant life. Beginning as a feature for the IT blog expected to last

newspaper left to establish an independent rival, their aim was to

Diario AS has been focusing on bringing new innovative tech

a couple of weeks, the project snowballed into ‘Generation Emigration’,

change newsroom practices. Targeting a gap in the market for quality,

products to market and becoming a leader in the development of

a community of thousands of displaced Irish citizens wanting to give

independent news, their paper, Denník N, attracted €1 million of private

new experiences in the consumption of sports information. With the

voice to their experiences.

investment in just eight days. In a country of 5.4 million people, the

DNI fund, the team wants to create the Football Data Suite, a tool to

paper has 23,000 paying digital subscribers – the most nationally –

allow newsroom teams to analyse and model reams of sports data

and 110,000 registered readers.

simply, quickly and in real time.

from first–person essays to stories that better represent the changing

This autonomous setup has advantages. The paper doesn’t rely

The funding will allow Diario AS to go into production and create a

interests of Irish emigrants.

on money from advertising, giving them unique independence and

viable product to take to market. With the tool, the team hopes to

transparency. Now, the team is using DNI funding for the development

move into a new category of data journalism – one that innovates

of the newspaper’s digital subscription platform. REMP, which stands

around the traditional experience of the sports reader. The team

for Readers’ Engagement and Monetisation Platform, is a set of free

hope that this new approach will increase sports news organisations’

open–source tools for digital publishers that will help them adopt

advertising portfolios, opening them up to new brands that are

a similar model.

attracted to this data–driven news format.

Five years on from its conception, the project is expanding using the
fund and has rebranded to ‘Irish Times Abroad’, with a shift in focus

The IT’s main focus is supporting the growth and expansion of this
community. They want to formalise and structure their network of
readers and better distribute news to their audience. The IT is also
working on a polling tool to allow Ireland, one of the only countries
not to have a system for overseas voters, to hear the opinions of
their emigrants.

The platform will help publishers to understand and monetise their
audiences better, market their content, and sell their services based
on the best practices from e–commerce sites. REMP’s model hopes
to shift the journalistic mindset away from working for clicks to focus
on quality content.
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Reach across Europe

DECODEX (LE MONDE)

Debunking online propaganda

A total of €16,475,807 was awarded to companies and organisations.

TOPIC: NEW EDITORIAL PROJECT

Round 1

The successful recipients came from 20 different European countries.

United Kingdom
€1.2M
€824.2K

Le Monde wanted to help their readers sort the facts from the

Round 2

‘fake news’ fiction. Le Monde is putting DNI funding to work to
develop their rumour and hoax–busting products to meet their

Austria
€208.6K
€478.1K

Belgium
€608.5K
€207.6K

readers’ demands to face the facts.
Bulgaria
–
€206.8K

Switzerland
€202K
€200K

Spain
€768K
€209.8K

Czech Republic
€707.9K
€170K

Slovakia
–
€280K

With misinformation on the rise, France’s Le

Le Monde sees these tools as a rebuff from

Monde noticed a growing feeling of distrust

traditional news companies to social media

among their readers. The general public has

behemoths, showing these social media

learned to be wary of the conspiracy rumours

outlets that it is possible to discriminate

and theories that spread across social media.

between sources. Laurent explains the

Samuel Laurent, head of Le Monde’s fact–

partnership with the DNI “helped to build the

checking unit Les Décodeurs, wants

technical aspects that we couldn’t do without

to change the way people see the news.

funding”, allowing Le Monde to express the

Le Monde developed Decodex, three fact–

Totals:

€8,434,306
€8,041,501

Portugal
€577.5K
–

Poland
€194K
€427.6K

Germany
€656K
€1.4M

Denmark
–
€138K

Norway
€300K
€536.5K

France
€992.6K
€725.9K

Netherlands
€459.6K
€367.2K
Italy
€810K
€480K

Ireland
–
€300K

Hungary
–
€299.8K

Greece
€298.3K
–

“

In an age of
misinformation,
Le Monde is working
towards giving readers
power over the facts.

“

Sweden
€138K
€200K
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media industry’s defiance against impostors.

checking products powered by a database

In an age of misinformation, Le Monde is

of 600 websites deemed unreliable and

working towards giving readers power over

compiled by Les Décodeurs. Decodex

the facts. Their journey hasn’t been without

allows readers to manually submit URLs

obstacles. Decodex has reviewed over

that they want to test the veracity of, but

10,000 websites and the sheer volume of

it also offers a free browser attachment

work has proved a challenge. Not only that,

which uses a coloured labelling system to

but Decodex has faced some issues with

indicate potential fake news. A Facebook

the reception as some took the classifications

Messenger bot provides mobile users with

as criticisms, while others thought it was

a similar experience in identifying dubiously

linked to the French election, threatening

sourced news.

to delegitimise the project. Despite this,
Decodex has received international praise,
with Digiage branding the project a ‘game
changer’ in media.
Le Monde continues to evolve this project,
extending their efforts to the classroom
where journalists are visiting to teach children
about digital literacy.
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B E L L I N G C AT

MAGNUM PHOTOS

T H E T E L E G R A P H R O B O B LO G G E R

Codifying social
conflict data

Pivoting
photojournalism

Automating live blogging

TOPIC: OTHER

TOPIC: EDITORIAL PUBLISHING PLATFORM

TOPIC: OTHER

From a bedroom in Leicester, UK, an unemployed man with no

After 70 years of navigating the shifting shape of photojournalism,

News orgs are worrying about declining revenue from advertising.

background in journalism began a blog covering the Syrian civil

Magnum Photos wants to develop storytelling on their own terms.

Digital is not as lucrative as print, and this is causing a funding gap.

war in 2012. He went on to receive international attention by creating

Magnum Photos is an international photographic cooperative

One of Britain’s national newspapers, The Telegraph, wanted to adapt

an investigative search network considered to be a world–leading

founded in 1947 by a group of pioneering photographers. From

to the changing news landscape and use tech to have a positive

expert in news verification.

D–Day to Trump’s election, Magnum has borne witness to history,

influence on their editorial products.

Eliot Higgins, founder of Bellingcat, got the project off the ground

immortalising the seismic moments through a photographic lens.

During 2015’s Rugby World Cup, The Telegraph experimented with

working on issues including the disappearance of MH17 and claims

Digital technology has had an unavoidable impact on the

using data streams more meaningfully to create a rich live experience.

over weapons in Ukraine. His current project is focused on the

photojournalism industry. Magnum recognised the need to diversify

This resulted in Roboblogger, a live blogging tool that enhances

Syrian conflict.

their offering. So, in 2015, they embarked on their journey to take

editorial output by creating graphics using stats from the data feeds

hold of the opportunities the digital landscape has to offer.

in real time.

curates, verifies, analyses and preserves social media content from

One of Magnum’s most significant strategies has been the

Roboblogger also chooses from a selection of pre–defined messages

conflict areas. The search network provides real time information of

decision to take control of its own content again. Over the past two

to give a description of the stats, alleviating the need for journalists

developments as they arise, while creating an evidence base for use

years, Magnum has begun commissioning and financing its own

to give more hard analysis around the information Roboblogger pulls.

in future investigations. The overall aim of the project is to establish

assignments. Alongside selling these to newspapers and media

By automating a lot of the legwork, Roboblogger frees up journalists

a set of tools, methodologies and processes that can be applied by

outlets, Magnum has shared the pieces on their social channels,

to think critically about the results.

journalists to any modern conflict.

where they have built an audience of over 4 million followers.

His small team analyses and archives content to make the data useful,

Their major projects to date have included an expansive look at both

Roboblogger allows The Telegraph to dramatically improve the breadth

but the volume of work is an issue – not just for him, but for the news

migration and the current climate in France, and the consequences

of the matches they cover – and the quality of analysis.

companies using his platform. Working with the DNI, Bellingcat is

of Brexit. Magnum received funding from the DNI in 2016 to help

looking to make this data more usable and easily discoverable. Having

further develop this online platform. The funding was an accelerator,

started Bellingcat using support from crowd funding, Higgins explains

explains Anne Bourgeois–Vignon, Global Digital Director of Magnum.

the DNI funding “allowed us to push this to the next level”.

“By December, we had 600 stories up on the new site”, and the

Bellingcat’s platform, The Archive for Conflict Investigation, collects,

company shows no sign of stopping.

With a huge appetite for live blogs around things like sport and politics,

The Telegraph is continuing to develop the product, distilling the
tone of voice and ensuring the content the bot produces is accurate,
with the funding allowing the project to develop quickly and without
commercial pressure.
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BUTCH AND SUNDANCE

Making the interview interactive

The prototype track awarded €5,459,625, to individuals

TOPIC: VIDEO

Round 1

and organisations across 24 different countries.

Butch and Sundance wanted to rethink one of the most enduring

Round 2
Austria
€50K
€50K

United Kingdom
€446.9K
€598.6K

forms of journalism – the interview. The team is using DNI funding
to innovate around the traditional format to create a more engaging

Belgium
–
€50K

Bulgaria
–
€49.2K

experience – putting the reader in the driver’s seat.
Switzerland
€79.8K
€45K
Czech Republic
€85K
–

Spain
€94.6K
€250K

Slovakia
–
€17.5K

Germany
€413K
€419.1K

€2,712,331
€2,747,294

Romania
€99.9K
€50K

Portugal
€38K
€185.3K

Denmark
€50K
€50K

Finland
€208.5K
€97.5K

Poland
€149.9K
€50K

France
€118K
–

Norway
€200K
€100K
Netherlands
€134.6K
€150K

Greece
–
€48.9K
Latvia
€50K
–

Lithuania
€50K
–

Italy
€200K
€246.7K

Ireland
€50K
€94.6K

Hungary
€93.9K
€97.5K

“

Butch and Sundance identified a problem

The finished products – long interview videos

with journalism. The traditional interview

– were cut down into bite size snippets that

format just wasn’t capturing and holding

you can explore at your own pace in as little

people’s attention. So the Amsterdam –

or as much detail as you want. Think those

based team decided to address this using

‘choose your own adventure’ books of your

technology. Their idea is a dynamic video

childhood meets mobile video news. You can

player that allows the user to control the

follow the threads that interest you, navigate

narrative experience, using subtitles

via subtitles layered over the clips, and create

to navigate.

your own bespoke experience.

To achieve their goal of making attention–

Although it is not without its obstacles–

grabbing (and – keeping) interactive

when making a video interactive it’s harder

media, Butch and Sundance created two

to script to keep the story flowing and

documentary – style videos. One covered

maintain tension – already, the format is

the use of pesticides and harmful chemicals

beginning to gain traction. ‘The Price of

on Basmati rice in India, the other looked

Basmati’ reached audiences all over Europe.

at a group of Dutch soldiers stationed
in Afghanistan.

We can now make
mobile video interactive
– something which
wasn’t possible before.
Without the DNI funding
we would not have
been able to produce
this technique.

“

Totals:

Sweden
€100K
€97K
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“We can now make mobile video interactive
– something which wasn’t possible before.
Without the DNI funding we would not have
been able to produce this technique”. Butch
and Sundance’s technology allows for more
creative storytelling and it’s poised to be a
huge asset for journalists looking to focus
more on mobile video.
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FA C T M ATA

CEFRIEL

POLITIBOT

34

TRINT

Uncovering leads
from local data

Reducing online
misinformation

Validating
video news

Driving political
conversations

Simplifying audio
transcription

TOPIC: DATA

TOPIC: SEMANTIC

TOPIC: DATA

TOPIC: BOT

TOPIC: VIDEO

Local News Engine is using algorithms and

Factmata is using machine intelligence to

Videosign Cefriel is helping to counter

provide a solution to the spread of inaccurate

untrustworthy news by using blockchain

more efficiently.

information in online news articles.

architecture to ensure publishers can validate

After successfully creating a popular chatbot,
the team behind Politibot is empowering others
to do the same.

Using technology to automate transcription,

public data to help journalists uncover stories

their video content.

For journalists, getting a scoop that nobody

Fact checking is the backbone of reporting

else has covered before is like striking

and journalism. With countless online

The advent of social media has made

gold, it’s harder than it seems. Identifying

publishers popping up every day against the

accessing news easier than ever – but

the interesting angle amidst the rest of the

backdrop of unregulated news sites, fact

verifying this news can be tough. Social

noise is like finding a needle in a haystack –

checking is harder – and more necessary

media is awash with news stories that are

especially when it comes to local news.

– than ever. With their online fact–checking

becoming increasingly harder to validate.

system, the issues Factmata want to

Video clips gain great traction, but often their

address are twofold: the reduction of online

origin is unknown.

Local News Engine (LNE) is a prototype
project that uses algorithms to uncover leads
from local public data. The prototype aims to
help local news journalists cut down on the

misinformation and the automation of a fact–
checking process.

The digital news ecosystem is looking for a
solution to counter ambiguously sourced,

drudge work. By scanning all the information

The original project from London-based

biased and untrustworthy news. The Italian

published by public bodies about the local

Factmata was purely based on research, but

team at Videosign wanted to address this

area, LNE gives journalists the ability to

after receiving funding they launched the

issue by creating a decentralised blockchain

search for companies, newsworthy people

company and translated their research on

based architecture for proof of publishing

and hot button keywords to discover leads

automated fact checking into a small AI–

for video news. Using timestamps and

to chase.

driven prototype.

authorship, Videosign allows producers to
sign the content to enable publishers to

The team behind LNE, based in the UK,

Factmata is empowering readers not to take

is focused on promoting the value of this

anything for granted in today’s news climate.

prototype. They want others to copy their

The team is releasing the free consumer tool

Videosign has used emerging technology to

model. The code is open–sourced on GitHub

in beta and speaking to news organisations

build a working prototype. Nadia Fabrizio,

for other local news teams to modify for their

about how they would integrate the resource

Innovation Manager of Videosign, explains

needs. Turning the LNE concept into a proper

to encourage their readers to validate facts.

that the DNI support has been instrumental in

prototype has allowed the team to demo the

Factmata wants to progress further with

allowing them to demonstrate the feasibility

concept more effectively and will eventually

news organisations to protect people from

of the technology and the product. “The DNI is

enable the tool to grow into a commercial

misleading information that they’re exposed

unique in that they start with ideas and allow

service for the entire news industry.

to on a daily basis.

us to develop them”.

“LNE wants others to copy their model. The
code is open–sourced on GitHub for other
local news teams to modify for their needs”.

“Factmata is empowering readers not
to take anything for granted in today’s
news climate”.

Going forwards, Videosign hopes to develop

validate their videos.

the prototype further to ensure the new tech
is ready for market and can be integrated into
future products.
“The digital news ecosystem is looking for
a solution to counter ambiguously sourced,
biased and untrustworthy news”.

Spain’s first workable chatbot, Politibot, began
as an experiment to cover the country’s June
2016 election. Politibot proved a success,
thanks largely to a diverse team made up of
journalists, developers and political scientists.
All of the Politibot team’s original work was done
for free on a part–time basis – but of course
this wasn’t sustainable. Despite getting a lot of
press coverage and attention, they had to shut
down the bot shortly after the 2016 election.
The bot got up and running again in March of
this year, chatting about global politics this time.
But this time, the team is focussed on more
than just their bot. A lot of competing Spanish
chatbots have not enjoyed the same success
as Politibot because they have functioned more
like an RSS channel, just serving content. So,
the Politibot team is working on providing a
platform for others to create their own chatbots
– complete with personality.
The funding allowed the team to make their
part–time project into a solid platform. “Without
DNI we would not have been able to push this
from experiment to product”. And they’re not
stopping there. The Politibot team are focussing
on expanding the bot outside of politics – and
into different languages.
“Without DNI we would not have been able
to push this from experiment to product”.

Trint frees journalists up to use their time
more creatively, and breathes new life into
existing audiovisual content.
Transcription is the grunt work of the news
industry. After spending thousands of hours
of his career in journalism transcribing audio
files, CEO and co–founder of Trint, Jeff
Kofman, decided to do something about it.
Trint is a web app that can listen to an audio
recording or a video of natural speech, and
provide a written transcript of what was
said. It’s not just beneficial for a journalist’s
workload. News organisations have invested
heavily in video content, but the ability to
optimise those clips for search engines has
so far remained elusive. So the London–
based team created Trint: now journalists
can simply type a keyword and jump straight
to that section in a video or audio file. That
makes non–text based media, like videos and
podcasts, readable to humans and search
engines alike.
In Trint’s early days, Kofman explains, funding
was low. “The DNI accelerated innovation
and gave us a competitive edge to give
our product more engaging features”. This
competitive edge has translated into huge
backing from several VC firms. Today, Vice,
ESPN and other large news organisations
are using the app to give life to vast amounts
of content that would have once
gone unconsumed.
“The DNI accelerated innovation and gave us
a competitive edge to give our product more
engaging features”.
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D ATA M AT I C

WAN–IFRA

T R U S T S E R V I S TA

NEWS IN FOCUS

EDENSPIEKERMANN (POST)

Simplifying data
visualisations

Accelerating digital
growth in journalism

Fighting false
information

Gamifying the news

Optimising archive
content

TOPIC: DATA

TOPIC: MONETIZATION

TOPIC: CURATION

TOPIC: GAMIFICATION

TOPIC: OTHER

Datamatic’s founder, Jaroslav Benc, has

WAN–IFRA is working to support digital

Using algorithms to analyse article sources,

News in Focus is rethinking the delivery of

When you’re reporting the news, your day is

created a platform for publishers to explore,

growth in journalism. The team created

TrustServista calculates a trustworthiness score

longform content, using interactive, gaming

dictated by events happening in the world

customise and share professionally crafted

the Media Management Accelerator which

that makes readers aware of the veracity of the

techniques to appeal to millennial news

around you. Editorial teams are always

data visualisations.

uses their expertise and global network to

news they read.

habits and engage with young readers in a

chasing new leads, which often means that

lasting way.

recently published articles get forgotten in

Benc felt that you should be able to make,
publish and interact with data – even if you’re
not a developer or designer. With funding

provide a service for businesses looking to
create a sustainable digital model for quality
journalism

Journalism best practices dictate that reporters
vet their sources to ensure their information is

Younger readers are fickle, getting their news

accurate and unbiased. But on the internet anyone

from countless publishers across multiple

the pursuit of the next big story. So, a team at
Edenspiekermann is helping journalists make
the most of their archive content.

from the DNI, he was able to realise this

The advent of digital advertising has

can distribute anything. Millions of biased news

platforms. Research shows younger readers

vision, launching Datamatic. The templating

bought with it both great opportunities

sites, clickbait articles and satirical pieces have

consume and digest news in smaller, bitesize

The POST team identified this problem at one

tool makes it easy to pull data to visualise

and challenges. Publishers want new

little or no source verification process in place.

chunks, often dropping off before the point

of their monthly Hackathons, and set about

an idea, allowing publishers to create data

opportunities using digital, but the pace of

of completion on a long read. So, the team

solving it. POST is a post–publishing tool for

visualisations without a big team and budget.

digital growth is not currently matching the

behind Finland’s News in Focus decided to

journalists, which tracks stories once they’re

adapt the format for longform articles and

published. POST keeps tabs on traffic, helping

make sure younger readers were getting the

to identify opportunities and build strategies to

full story.

optimise the distribution of content.

Datamatic has been well received by
the publishers that use it and has been
particularly commended for how easy it
is to use.
Datamatic is a one–man project, and Benc,
based in the Czech Republic, says the support
from the DNI was invaluable in getting his
product out there. As a programmer, making
the leap into setting up a business was a new
experience. “Exposure to DNI opens many
doors not possible without it”, says Benc, who
credited the DNI’s framework in helping him
scale his project.
Starting small, Benc has learned to think
and operate big, single–handedly creating
a product that can be sold to a large market.
“Exposure to DNI opens many doors not
possible without it”.

print revenue decline. WAN–IFRA, a global
news association, noticed there aren’t many
resources to support digital growth.

TrustServista, built by the Romanian software
startup Zetta Cloud, wants to contribute to the
growing effort to combat this issue. Using a
strictly algorithmic approach, TrustServista helps
journalists find information sources quickly and

With 18,000 print publications in 120

easily. One article could contain half a dozen links

Using the principles of mobile gaming, the

The POST team, based in Germany, has created

countries, WAN–IFRA is well positioned to

and references that each have another half a

team created software that allows journalists

a working prototype with Slack integration. A bot

tackle this challenge. So, they created the

dozen more related posts. This means a simple

to create and publish interactive articles.

watches the article through Google Analytics.

Media Management Accelerator, an open,

story could have hundreds of sources built into it,

Readers play through a multimedia story

If the bot tracks something unusual, such as

comprehensive, online and in–person learning

explains Emil Stetco, TrustServista co–founder

where every choice matters to the outcome,

a spike in views, it will notify the journalist via

platform. Participants can ask their questions

and CEO. “To know if an article is trustworthy you

shifting the reader from a passive consumer

Slack with hints and tips for how best to react to

to industry experts, read best in class case

have to check every source article and trace it

to an active participant. The team tested

this. POST hopes to empower editors to reach

studies and watch instructional videos to help

back to ‘patient zero.’”

their prototypes in Finnish schools to great

out to their audience, changing the mindset of

success. Students said they read much more

newsroom teams to think more strategically.

them develop their digital offerings.

The machine learning–based tool calculates

than usual, finding the format more useful

The vast majority of WAN–IFRA members

trustworthiness scores for online articles. The

are small and mid–size businesses, located

dashboard allows users to easily track where

across the world, who would greatly benefit

the article’s information is coming from and how

By using a gaming experience as a means

press, explains the POST team. So far, POST has

from a user–friendly, modern learning tool

individual scores were determined. By providing

to achieve information, News in Focus has

received backing from nine news organisations

kit like the Media Management Accelerator,

a transparent score with all news stories,

their millennial audience hooked. Their next

wanting to work on developing a real product.

explains Vincent Peyrègne, CEO of WAN–

TrustServista allows the reader to judge whether

challenge is finding news organisations to use

IFRA. “The DNI Innovation Fund allows us to

to trust and read an article. Currently working

their product.

develop a service that would not have been

with news agencies, universities and NGOs,

accessible to our network without

TrustServista plans to expand their offering to

its support”.

arm readers with tools to fight misinformation

“The DNI Innovation Fund allows us to develop
a service that would not have been accessible
to our network without its support”.

for themselves.
“To know if an article is trustworthy you
have to check every source article and trace
it back to ‘patient zero’”.

and trustworthy than existing sources.

“Using the principles of mobile gaming,
News in Focus shifts the reader from a
passive consumer to an active participant”.

Working with the DNI fostered innovation and
boosted their visibility and reputation in the

“POST hopes to empower editors to reach out
to their audience, changing the mindset of
newsroom teams to think more strategically”.
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IN CONCLUSION/

Sharing new technology ideas
with the news community
The DNI Innovation Fund is supportive of organisations and individuals who share
their experience and project learnings with others. Having open source elements is
one way they can have a wider impact on the news ecosystem. Open source refers
to any programme whose source code is made available for use or modification.
Below is a small selection of projects where the recipients have provided open
source links or repositories.

ATANAS TCHOBANOV

PROJECT IRIS

ASSIST

CLICKBAIT

Atanas Tchobanov received €20,000 in

“There are many topics that local

Transparency International Hungary received

“Clickbait violates journalistic codes of ethics

round 1 for a tool to produce, search and

communities regard as particularly pressing,

€43,905 to develop a Prototype to store and

but there is more to it than meets the eye.

browse encrypted data sets called Cryptarsi.

but journalists usually only discover them by

display regularly checked and refreshed data

Clickbait has been on the rise for the past

Cryptarsi has been designed for investigative

accident” says AZ Management Services in

as well as by producing the data mining

years, and while in its current form it is likely

journalists, but can be useful in many other

Switzerland. This inspired their idea to create

software to automatise data collection and

to become just another form of spam” says

fields, where data confidentiality is required.

a platform where citizens’ concerns can be

conversion. The Open Source Tool will help

Dr. Potthast from Bauhaus University Weimar.

Available on GitHub: goo.gl/cCCif3

collected and rated on a municipal level. That

Journalists to to find and convert data which

That’s why he and his colleagues are carrying

was the goal of “Project Iris”, which received

can contribute greatly to the availability and

out applied research and development into

€202,000 and has released this source code

broad use of essential facts and figures.
goo.gl/hCtNRG

technology for clickbait analytics with a

SOURCEFABRIC

into the public domain: goo.gl/VXQW9k

Based on an open source technology stack,

€50,000 project called simply, Clickbait:
goo.gl/sQgAqw

the Live Coverage Ecosystem project from
Sourcefabric in the Czech Republic seeks
to significantly lower the barriers to entry

PARLAMETER

NACIÓDIGITAL
CITIZENS ONLINE DEMOCRACY

Together with news agencies and publishers,

NacióDigital, Catalonia’s leading online news

for realtime coverage and live blogging for

the Slovenian NGO Danes je nov dan,

website wants to develop an open Source

UK Citizens Online Democracy were awarded

all news media. They received €237,339

Inštitut za druga vprašanja (Today is a new

Data Journalism tool which is easy to use

€203,500 to produce Alaveteli Professional

in round 1 for a solution based on a two

day, Institute for other studies) works on

for journalists, responsive, open, exportable

– a set of online Freedom of Information
request and management tools for journalists
in the UK and the Czech Republic.
goo.gl/PFi84R

– way syndication of resources between

“Parlameter”. It’s a parliamentary monitoring

to other media and constantly updated with

participating media outlets including news

tool that enables users to gain unique insight

new versions.

agencies and their customers. Available at
goo.gl/HfBYdU

into the work of their representatives. By

TOMAS PETRICEK

analysing data gathered from parliamentary
sources and visualising it in embeddable

DIE TAGESZEITUNG

information cards, the €331,860 project

The German Taz (die tageszeitung) is

allows journalists to save time and easily

In the UK Tomas Petricek has created tools

developing “paywall with a human face".

enhance their online articles with relevant

for creating open data visualisations that

The project will build upon the Taz’s owner/

interactive content. With Parlameter

empower the reader to actively engage and

reader community’s strong commitment,

Journalists can focus on analysing the

explore data further. The computer scientist

and will introduce numerous reader–friendly

political landscape and telling the story.
goo.gl/SS6Tzr

initiatives for both short – and long–term

received €50,000 for The Gamma project to
enable data journalists to create open data
– driven articles that are linked directly to the
data source: goo.gl/gpxKWa

support, including voluntary subscriptions and/or
crowdfunding native to taz.de. At the end, it will
be an open source solution to enable also other
online news publishers to introduce a flexible
voluntary scheme of payments and other types
of support from readers to the publisher.
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THE NEXT CHAPTER/

The DNI Fund team: Ludovic Blecher, Sarah Hartley,
Christian Heise, Rebecca Young.

Concl usion
Much like many of the people we’ve spoken

television, the Internet and mobile devices,

to in this report, our philosophy is ‘experiment

the news ecosystem has seen many seismic

and iterate.’ We constantly ask big questions

shifts. However, with these changes comes

and we never stop searching for big answers.

great opportunity and we believe there is

With this in mind, we’re continually thinking

no better example of this than the many

about what the next iteration of the DNI

innovative and exciting projects emerging

Innovation Fund might look like – and we’d

from the DNI’s Innovation Fund.

love to hear your ideas.

We‘ve only had space to give you a glimpse

Finally, we owe a huge thank you to everyone

of the kind of experimentation that’s evolving

who has played a part in the DNI’s fund:

throughout the news industry right now but

news startups, individuals, and newsrooms

we hope it’s given you some inspiration; we’ve

big and small – this fund could not exist

certainly found working with these projects

without you. We’ve been overwhelmed by the

to be an educational and humbling process.

collaboration, the creativity and the big ideas
we’ve seen.
Thank you – and here’s to the next chapter!

Ludovic Blecher

dnifund@google.com

“

At Google, we believe
in the “experiment and
iterate” philosophy and
so expect iterations in
future rounds to try to
match the changing real
world environment.

“

From the advent of the radio to the rise of
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LIST OF RECIPIENTS/

Austria

Denmark

Germany

Greece

Netherlands

Portugal

Spain

United Kingdom

Standard Verlagsgesellschaft

Danwatch

Spectrm Publishing

Liquid Media

New Atoms

Observador / Observador Ontime

Minushu

Kaleida Networks

Telekurier Online Medien User Newsnet

Zetland

Datenfreunde

Athens Technology Center

Algemeen Nederlands Persbureau ANP

Global Notícias, Publicações

Sima Applied Technologies

City, University London

Futurezone

Kristeligt Dagblad

Vragments (2)

University of Piraeus

Stichting Global Voices

João Antunes

Titania Compañía Editorial

Telegraph Media Group

Textomatic

Enikos

Butch & Sundance Media

Lusa, Agência de Notícias de Portugal

Unidad Editorial

Magnum Photos

NRC Media

Cofina Media

Prisa (3)

South West News Service

Alberto Pereira

Editorial Ecoprensa

Talk About Local

Serveis de Comunicació Global
Aquitània Sl

MGN

Russmedia Digital

Finland

Edenspiekermann

Belgium

Talentum

Verlag der Tagesspiegel (2)

Hungary

Coöperatie House of Journalism UA

VRT

Lucify

Blendle

University of Porto

Imake

Robert Heinecke, Sascha Kuntze Und
Jan Rübbelke

Transparency International Hungary

Mediahuis

Mertek Mediaelemzo Muhely

Ricardo Lafuente

Mediafin (2)

Emmi Skytén

Steady Media

FTM Media

Atlatszo.hu Közhasznú

INESC

De Persgroep Publishing

University of Applied Sciences

Headline24

Reblr

Plataforma de Media Privados

News in Focus

dpa–infocom

Adriana Homolova

La Presse
Roularta Media Group

Long Play Media

Wirtschaftswoche (2)

International News Media Association

Picks

Daniel Mayer
Akingo
Golem Media (2)

Russmedia

Público – Comunicação Social (2)

Ireland

Norway

The Irish Times (2)

Teknisk Ukeblad Media

Newslinn Technologies

Amedia (2)

Romania

Independent News & Media

Muml Hilde Gudvangen

ZA Cloud

Steve Dempsey

Mediehuset Nettavisen

SC Convergent Media

Bulgaria

France

Economedia

Agence France–Presse

Bryan Mcleod

Investor

Euronews

Gruner + Jahr

Casus Ludi

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

Cyprus

L’equipe

Bauhaus–Universität Weimar

Cyprus News Agency

Ljsbergpress

Berliner Morgenpost

Il Secolo Xix

Aptoma

The Conversation France

Noz Medien

Mitecube

Bakken & Bæck

Croatia

CCM Benchmark Group

Vragments

Cefriel (2)

Gong

Atanas Tchobanov

Taz Entwicklungs

Viz & Chips

WAN–IFRA (2)

Poland

Meltygroup

Media Vox Pop

Glob360

Czech Republic

Société Éditrice du Monde

Heilbronner Stimme

RCS Mediagroup

Webnalist

Project Syndicate

Meteo Consult

Followistic

Gazzanet & La Gazzetta Dello Sport

Eurozet

Transitions

La Nouvelle République du Centre
Ouest

Victoria Schneider

Carlo Strapparava

Polityka

Mittelbayerische Verlag

Global Editors Network

Journalism++

Catchy

ZPR Media

Littlesea

Agora (3)

Investigative Reporting Project Italy

Grupa RMF

La Stampa (2)

Polska Press

Elemedia

Fundacja Epaństwo

Jaroslav Benc
Economia
Sourcefabric
Regie Radio Music

Le Parisien Libéré
Camera Lucida Productions

Sonaecom

Norwegian News Agency

Rise Project

Italy

DB Medialab (2)

Crji

News 3.0

Gudbrandsdølen Dagningen

Journalism Development Network

PMPG Polskie Media

Latvia

Colectivo 5W
93 Metros
Politibot Innovación
Cuonda
Thinksize
Europa Press Comunicacion
La Voz de Galicia
Grupo Heraldo

Sweden
Bambuser
Newsreps
Mittmedia
Journalism Robotics Stockholm
Dagens Industri & Bonnier Business
Press
24 Media Network
Stadsporten Citygate

Switzerland
AZ Medien (2)
Scitec–Media
Neue Zürcher Zeitung
Tageswoche
Blasting News
Le Temps

Bistromathics
UK Citizens Online Democracy
James Durston
The Bureau of Investigative Journalism
Trint
IPTC
Siine
Tomas Petricek
The Financial Times
Bellingcat
True 212
Johnston Press
Tapewrite
Factmata
Counterpointing UK
Vivarta
Coventry University
The Ferret Media
University of Central Lancashire
Stuart Goulden
Glitch.Digital
Explaain
The World Weekly Media
Full Fact
Immersivly
Trinity Mirror

Sultan Suleimanov

Enable

